Why we need an Amendment to the Kansas Constitution on the issue of Abortion.

Without this Amendment to the Kansas Constitution all the safeguards currently in place to protect pregnant women’s lives will be at stake. There will be no laws left in Kansas to protect those women from abortionists who will be totally unregulated. Abortionists will be free to perform late term abortions. There will be abortions paid for by our tax dollars.

It is obvious if you read our constitution that there is no right to abortion in it. Our founders did not associate “Liberty” with the right to an abortion. We the people through our elected officials should be able to restrict abortion as we and they have for the last 20 some years.

This amendment is the only way we the people can restore common sense to our Kansas laws on the issue of abortion. I urge our State Representatives and Senators to quickly pass this amendment so we the people can vote on it.
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